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	Professional Linux Programming, 9781861003010 (1861003013), Peer Information Inc, 2000
By tapping the strengths of the open-source movement, developers can  write custom Linux software without spending a dime on licensing fees. Aimed at  the experienced C/C++ programmer, Professional Linux Programming provides  a wide-ranging and hands-on guide to the different pieces of the puzzle that are  required to program successfully on this exciting new platform.
   The book is framed as a case study for building a custom database program in  Linux for a video rental store. After a tour of the requirements and a brief  look at project management for creating this software, the various Linux  packages that are needed to implement this system are described, along with  sample code, most of which is written in C. Some packages, such as the CVS  version-control package, come with most distributions of Linux; others will  require downloading additional software over the Internet. In every case, you're  provided with the actual command-line arguments that are needed to install,  configure, and run each package. 

  Besides a great exploration of CVS for version control, this title offers  excellent coverage of the free PostgreSQL and MySQL databases, which are two  very popular choices for Linux databases. The book also does a good job of  explaining UI design under both the GTK+/GNOME and KDE (two popular Linux  desktops), and how to extend the reach of the sample database application by  using Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs) and CORBA. Of course, the finished  application doesn't use every Linux API that's covered here, but the book does  cast a wide net, and introduces features and tools that are available.

  Two prominent chapters take you on a tour of the essentials of other programming  languages. There's PHP for Web development and an appealing, enthusiastic  introduction to Python (which probably will turn you into a Python  convert). Later chapters provide practical tips for testing and debugging  applications, including how to profile your code. The book closes with a useful  guide to creating Red Hat Package Manager (RPM) packages for deploying  applications, as well as an overview of your options for internationalization.

  By covering so many APIs, languages, and tools effectively, Professional  Linux Programming gives experienced C/C++ programmers all that they need to  get started with Linux development. With its remarkably clear presentation style  and abundance of practical tips, the book is an admirably useful blueprint for  building custom software. --Richard Dragan

As Linux increases its presence throughout the world as a target platform for professional application development, its growth as a powerful, flexible system offering many free development tools assures its place in the future. By giving you easy access to this comprehensive range of tools, supporting new and nascent technologies, at little or no cost, developing with Linux allows you to apply the solution that's right for you.
  

In this follow-up to the best-selling Beginning Linux Programming, you will learn from the authors' real-world knowledge and experience of developing software for Linux; you'll be taken through the development of a sample 'DVD Store' application, with 'theme' chapters addressing different aspects of its implementation. Meanwhile, individual 'take-a-break' chapters cover important topics that go beyond the bounds of the central theme. All focus on the practical aspects of programming, showing how crucial it is to choose the right tools for the job, use them as they should be used, and get things right first time. 
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Quick Start Guide to Penetration Testing: With NMAP, OpenVAS and MetasploitApress, 2018

	
		Get started with NMAP, OpenVAS, and Metasploit in this short book and understand how NMAP, OpenVAS, and Metasploit can be integrated with each other for greater flexibility and efficiency. You will begin by working with NMAP and ZENMAP and learning the basic scanning and enumeration process. After getting to know the differences...



		

Enabling eBusiness - Integrating Technologies Architectures & ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
This book describes the technical architecture and components that can be integrated in order to provide a comprehensive and robust infrastructure on which to build successful e-Business. It is essential reading for technical and functional team leaders and strategists, who analyse the options, limitations and possibilities for new technology and...

		

SDL Game Development: (Black & White)Packt Publishing, 2013

	BLACK & WHITE EDITION


	If you're good with C++ and object oriented programming, this book utilizes your skills to create 2D games using the Simple DirectMedia Layer API. Practical tutorials include the development of two wickedly good games.


	Overview

	
		Create 2D reusable games using...






	

Deep Learning: Practical Neural Networks with JavaPackt Publishing, 2017

	Build and run intelligent applications by leveraging key Java machine learning libraries


	About This Book

	
		Develop a sound strategy to solve predictive modelling problems using the most popular machine learning Java libraries.
	
		Explore a broad variety of data processing, machine learning,...



		

High Performance Oracle Database Automation: Creating Oracle Applications with SQL and PL/SQLCoriolis Group Books, 1997
Oracle is an important product that drives a majority of the world’s largest  databases and runs on numerous operating systems, including most flavors of  Unix. Oracle, perhaps more so than other relational databases, is a flexible  tool that allows businesses to define their operations and build effective  systems around them.
...

		

Treo Essentials (Que Paperback)Que, 2005
Make your Treo smartphone live up to its name. Treo Essentials will show you how to get the most out of your Treo 600 or 650 smartphone without making you feel anything but smart. You already know the basics and this book will take you beyond them. You'll learn how to synchronize with a PC, launch applications while...
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